
In conclusion, preliminary results from particle analysis have
successfully shown a variation in size distribution and chemis-
try of aerosols since 1983. The difference between crater and
airborne samples suggests a zoning occurs in the plume. The
plume is characterized by the high halogen and relatively low
sulfur content, which could explain the high metal content seen
in the aerosols.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 85-19122.
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Statistical prediction of restricted
visibility at McMurdo Station and

Williams Field, Antarctica

ROBERT A. HALE and ROBERT J . RENARD

Department of Meteorology
Naval Postgraduate School

Monterey, California 93943-5000

Restricted visibility presents a significant hazard to both avia-
tion and surface operations at McMurdo Station, Antarctica
(77°51'S 166°40'E). Accurate forecasts of visibility can reduce
operational hazards for the Naval Support Force Antarctica
(NSFA). This research seeks to develop objective, probabilistic
guidance for predicting restricted visibility (i.e., less than 3
miles/5 kilometers) at McMurdo Station and nearby Williams
Field. This guidance not only augments the experience, forecast
rules, regional analyses and prognoses, and satellite imagery,
but also it may be useful in training weather officers attached to
NSFA.

The subject predictive scheme uses a multiple linear discrimi-
nate model (Dixon et al. 1983) to yield probabilities of visibility
less than defined operational limits. An essential part of the
research has been the construction of a database upon which to
derive the predictive equations. The database includes all avail-
able 3-hourly surface observations from McMurdo Station and
Williams Field, McMurdo Station rawinsonde reports, and ob-
servations from the Ross Ice Shelf automatic weather station
network (Stearns and Weidner 1985) in the period February
1980 through December 1985.

The data set itself provides much information about the
nature of restricted visibility. Table 1 summarizes the frequency

of various weather parameters/conditions as a function of vis-
ibilities less than 0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer) and less than 3 miles (5
kilometers). It is evident that restricted visibility (especially less
than 0.5 mile) is an uncommon event, although more frequent
at Williams Field than at McMurdo Station. Previous cli-
matological studies (Souders and Renard, 1984) agree with
these results. Table I indicates that both the frequency of re-
stricted visibility and the relative frequency of blowing snow are
much less in the months of November through February (called
warm season here) than in August, September, October, and
March (called cold season here). The non-operating season
months, April through July, are not treated here. The data set
and prediction equations have been split into warm and cold
seasons on this basis. Also highlighted in table 1 is the signifi-
cance of fog at Williams Field during the warm season. Re-
stricted visibility is strongly associated with cloud ceilings be-
low 2,000 feet (600 meters) and winds from both easterly
(prevailing) and southerly directions. (See table I for definition
of wind directions used here.) The wind speed association with
restricted visibility is more variable, with the cold season
strongly favoring speeds less than or equal to 6.5 meters per
second, evidently correlating highly with blowing snow.

The discriminant forecast method applied here uses visibility
as the predictand, keyed upon the operational observation of
visibilities of less than 0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer), less than 2 miles
(3.2 kilometers), and less than 3.0 miles (5.0 kilometers). The
predictors derived from the various data sources include vis-
ibility, weather type, cloud/ceiling condition, temperature, sea-
level pressure, wind and pressure gradient from McMurdo
Station/Williams Field and automatic weather station observa-
tions and the upper-level winds, moisture, stability and geo-
strophic temperature advection from the McMurdo Station
rawinsonde observations. Time tendencies of these predictors
are also considered. The predictors are of two types: categorical
(such as weather type, wind direction and ceiling height) and
continuous (such as temperature and pressure). The con-
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Table 1. Summary of the frequency of weather parameters or conditions as a function of visibilities less than 0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer) and
less than 3.0 miles (5.0 kilometers). Frequency of restricted visibilities is based on the number and percentage of all observations;

weather parameters are weather type, cloud ceiling, wind speed, and wind direction. Observations were made between February 1980
and December 1985 at Williams Field and McMurdo Station. The cold season refers to the months of August, September, October, and

March and the warm season to the months November through February. (Williams Field predictors are shown in parentheses.)

Cold-season visibility	 Warm-season visibility

< 0.5 mile
Parameter	 (0.8 kilometer)

Weather type
No restrictions reported	 0 (0)
Fog	 9(3)
Snow and fog	 8(3)
Snow	 4(0)
Snow and blowing snow	 50 (19)
Blowing snow	 29 (75)

Cloud ceiling
<2,000 feet (600 meters)	 79 (86)

2,000 feet (600 meters)	 14 (11)
No ceiling	 7(3)

Wind speed
< 6.5 meters per second	 14 (3)

6.5 meters per second	 86 (97)

Wind direction
Low velocity (< 1 meter per second)	 2 (0)
North (3500-400)	 3 (3)
East (50°-i 300)	 53 (17)
South (140 3-2100)	 41(78)
West (220 0-3400)	 1 (2)

Number of observations	 329 (64)

Percentage of all observations	 5.7 (8.3)

< 3.0 miles	 < 0.5 mile	 <3.0 miles
(5.0 kilometers)	(0.8 kilometer)	(5.0 kilometers)

	

0 (0)	 3(3)	 1(1)

	

11 (12)	 9 (39)	 5 (25)

	

9 (4)	 18 (3)	 12 (8)

	

8 (18)	 20 (4)	 40 (30)

	

39 (18)	 46 (32)	 34 (20)

	

33 (48)	 4 (19)	 8 (16)

	

70 (81)	 71 (74)	 75 (73)

	

22 (13)	 28 (14)	 24 (19)

	

8(6)	 1 (12)	 1(8)

	

25 (12)	 46 (50)	 50 (62)

	

75 (88)	 54 (50)	 50 (38)

	

5(6)	 4 (10)	 4 (12)

	

4(3)	 8(7)	 10 (4)

	

60 (40)	 42 (30)	 55 (45)

	

29 (47)	 38 (53)	 26 (39)

	

2 (14)	 8(0)	 5(0)

852 (138)	 66 (120)	 285 (321)

14.9 (17.8)	 1.2 (3.0)	 5.2 (8.3)

ditional climatology of restricted visibility indicates that the
categorical variables may be credible predictors. To use them in
the discriminate procedure, the categorical atmospheric condi-
tions are replaced by empirical frequencies of their associations
with categories of restricted visibility. Table 2 displays these
transformations for weather type, ceiling height, and wind di-
rection. In a sense, the transformation scales the threat of a
particular condition to restricted visibility. The discriminate
procedure then selects from the pool of available predictors
those which yield maximum distinction between visibility less
than and greater than/equal to a critical value.

Results of applying the linear prediction equations to fore-
casting visibilities less than 0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer) and less
than 3.0 miles (5.0 kilometers) during the cold and warm sea-
sons for four data subsets are presented in tables 3 through 5.
Predictions were made for McMurdo Station (using McMurdo
Station surface-observation predictors) and Williams Field
(using McMurdo Station and Williams Field surface-observation
predictors). In addition, McMurdo Station visibility forecasts
were made from two paired comparisons, using McMurdo Sta-
tion with/without automatic weather station of McMurdo Sta-
tion rawinsonde predictor data. In all cases the predictions are
based on the dependent data sets since the scarcity of restricted
visibilities necessitated using the maximum amount of data
available. Verification scores consist of total percentage correct
(PC); power of detection (PD), which is the percentage of re-

stricted visibility cases correctly forecasted; false alarm percent-
age (FA), which is the percentage of unrestricted visibility cases
incorrectly forecasted; threat score (THR), which is the number
of correct restricted visibility forecasts divided by the union of
restricted visibilities forecasted and observed; and the Brier-
Panof sky P-score (Panof sky and Brier 1958), which is a measure
of the precision of the probability forecasts. The range of PC, PD,

and FA is 0-100 percent, with 0 percent being best for FA and 100
percent being best for PC and PD; the scaled range of THR is
0-100, 100 being best; scaled P-score ranges from 0-200, with 0
being best.

In general, using McMurdo Station/Williams Field surface
weather parameter predictors with the discriminate approach,
it is more difficult to forecast restricted visibilities at Williams
Field than at McMurdo Station, especially in the warm season.
Forecasts of visibilities less than 0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer) are
more accurate than those less than 3.0 miles (5.0 kilometers) for
PC, FA, and the P-score, but less accurate than those less than 3.0
miles (5.0 kilometers) for PD and THR. Using PD and THR as
criteria, cold-season forecasts are more accurate than warm-
season forecasts. Comparing the discriminate and persistence
forecast verifications indicates that the former method scords
noticeably higher in PD for warm and cold seasons and generally
higher in THR for the cold season, but worse in PC, FA, and the P-
score for both seasons. If the major concern is the accurate
forecasting of restricted visibility occurrences, then PD is the key
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Table 2. Example of discriminate forecast method where weather parameters (weather type, wind direction, and ceiling height) can be
used to predict restricted visibility. Overall frequency of observed weather parameters, the number of observations (in parentheses), and
the frequency of restricted visibilities, less than 0.5 mile (0.8 kilometer) and less than 3.0 miles (5.0 kilometers), are shown as a function
of observed weather parameters for observations at Williams Field between February 1980 and December 1985. The cold season refers
to the months of August, September, October, and March and the warm season to the months November through February. (Williams

Field predictors are shown in parentheses.)

Cold-season visibility	 Warm-season visibility
Total number	< 0.5 mile	< 3.0 miles	Total number	< 0.5 mile	< 3.0 miles

Parameter miles	 of observations (0.8 kilometer) (5.0 kilometers) of observations (0.8 kilometer) (5.0 kilometers)

Weather type
Fog
Fog and snow
Light snow
Moderate to heavy snow
Snow and blowing snow
Blowing snow
None of the above

Cloud ceiling
< 300 feet (95 meters)
400-900 feet (120-290 meters)
1000-2,000 feet (300-600 meters)
2,100-3,500 feet (650-1,100 meters)
3,600-8,500 feet (1200-2,600 meters)
8,600-20,000 feet (2,700-6,000 meters)
No ceiling

Wind direction
Low velocity ( 1 meter per second)
North (3500-400)
East (50')-1300)
South (1 40°-21 00)

West (220°-3400)

	

163 (17)
	

18 (6)
	

58 (53)

	

115 (5)
	

24 (20)
	

67 (60)

	

324 (25)
	

2(0)
	

18 (48)
12 (2)
	

50 (0)
	

100 (100)

	

351 (18)
	

47 (39)
	

94 (78)

	

358 (51)
	

24 (53)
	

68 (75)

	

4,370 (374)
	

0(0)
	

0(0)

	

135 (19)	92 (95)	99 (100)

	

218 (26)	38 (35)	91(96)

	

595 (51)	9(8)	36 (37)

	

597 (58)	4(2)	12 (5)

	

1,009 (90)	2(2)	6(6)

	

409 (59)	1 (1)	4(2)

	

2,773 (190)	1 (0)	2(2)

	

1,037 (88)	1 (0)	4(6)

	

529 (30)	2(3)	6(6)

	

3,195 (288)	5(2)	16 (11)

	

486 (65)	28 (43)	50 (57)

	

475 (27)	1(4)	3 (11)

36 (82)
50 (28)

676 (240)
15 (20)

106 (54)
34 (60)

4,571 (2,444)

12 (64)
103 (114)
417 (206)
615 (313)

1,357 (657)
711 (390)

2,280 (1,183)

753 (467)
593 (322)

2,972 (1,718)
465 (359)
697 (62)

17 (45)
28 (11)
2(1)

20 (15)
28 (57)
9 (30)
0(0)

92 (72)
18 (17)
4(3)
2(2)
00)
0(0)
00)

0(2)
1 (2)
1 (2)

6 (14)
1 (0)

42 (72)
72 (64)
15 (20)

100 (100)
98 (87)
59 (63)
0(0)

100 (99)
71(64)
32 (17)
6(7)
2(3)
0(0)
0(2)

2(6)
5(3)
5(6)

16 (25)
2(l)

Table 3. Verification of scores for 6- and 12-hour forecasts of restricted visibilities (less than 0.5 mile and less than 3.0 miles) for two
methods of forecasting—discriminate and persistence. These forecasts were made for McMurdo Station (using McMurdo Station surface-

observation predictors) and for Williams Field (using McMurdo Station and Williams Field surface-observation predictors) for cold and
warm seasons. (Williams Field predictors are shown in parentheses.)

Parameter miles

Cold-season visibility

< 0.5 mile	 < 3.0 miles
(0.8 kilometer)	 (5.0 kilometers)

Discriminate Persistence	Discriminate Persistence
forecast	forecast	forecast	forecast

Warm-season visibility

< 0.5 mile	 3.0 miles
(0.8 kilometer)	 (5.0 kilometers)

Discriminate Persistence	Discriminate Persistence
forecast	forecast	forecast	forecast

	89 (87)	93 (92)	84 (78)	87(85)

	

57 (73)	40(33)	67 (69)	55(35)

	

9 (12)	4 (4)	13 (21)	8 (8)

	

24 (25)	25(21)	39 (26)	38 (21)

	

18 (19)	14(15)	16 (35)	27(29)

Total number of observations: 5,465 (234)

	

76 (90)	91(91)	73 (79)	81(84)

	

67 (48)	21(28)	67 (61)	38(27)

	

23 (7)	5(4)	26 (18)	11(8)

	

14 (25)	12(18)	27 (27)	24(17)

	

36 (18)	18 (18)	40 (34)	37 (33)

Total number of observations: 5,454 (243)

95 (91)	98 (95)	91(80)	94(90)
59 (46)	25 (28)	62 (64)	43(38)
5(8)	1 (3)	7 (19)	3 (6)

12 (13)	14(16)	27 (20)	28(22)
9 (21)	4(10)	14 (391	12(20)

Total number of observations: 5,402 (2,004)

92 (75)	98 (95)	84 (54)	92(88)
45 (46)	12 (18)	57 (70)	24(23)
7 (24)	1 (3)	14 (47)	4 (7)
6(5)	7 (9)	16 (11)	14(13)

16 (35)	4(10)	28 (57)	16(24)

Total number of observations: 5,412 (2,068)

Six-hour forecast
Total percentage correct
Power of detection 
Percentage of false alarms
Threat score 
Brier-Panotsky P-score°

Twelve-hour forecast
Total percentage correct
Power of detection 
Percentage of false alarms
Threat score 
Brier-Panofsky Pscorec

a Percentage of restricted visibility cases correctly forecasted.
b The number of correct restricted visibilities divided by the union of restricted visibilities forecasted and observed. (This figure has been multiplied by 100.)
c A measure of the precision of the probability forecasts. (This figure has been multiplied by 100.)
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Table 4. Verification of scores for 6- and 12-hour forecasts of restricted visibilities (less than 0.5 mile and less than 3.0 miles) for
discriminate forecasts at McMurdo Station only, with and without (shown in parentheses) automatic weather stations observations as

predictors. Forecasts are for cold and warm season.

Cold-season visibility	 Warm-season visibility

< 0.5 mile	 < 3.0 miles	 < 0.5 mile	 < 3.0 miles
Parameter	 (0.8 kilometer)	 (5.0 kilometers)	 (0.8 kilometer)	 (5.0 kilometers)

Six-hour forecast
Total percentage correct	 88 (89
Power of detection 	 51 (59)
Percentage of false alarms	 9 (8)
Threat score 	 25 (25)

83 (83
	

93 (94
	

93 (92)
66 (66)
	

74 (71)
	

69 (65)
15 (15)
	

6(6)
	

6(6)
35 (35)
	

18 (18)
	

37 (36)

Total number of observations: 2,362 (234)
	

Total number of observations: 1,816

Twelve-hour forecast
Total percentage correct	 75 (74
Power of detectiona	 65 (64)
Percentage of false alarms	 24 (26)
Threat score'	 16 (15)

71 (72
	

92 (90
	

88 (89)
64 (62)
	

65 (60)
	

56 (52)
28 (27)
	

7(9)
	

9(9)
25 (24)
	

15 (11)
	

26 (25)

Total number of observations: 2,395	 Total number of observations: 1,811

a Percentage of restricted visibility cases correctly forecasted.
b The number of correct restricted visibilities divided by the union of restricted visibilities forcasted and observed. (This figure has been multiplied by 100.)

Table 5. Verification of scores for 6- and 12-hour forecasts of restricted visibilities (less than 0.5 mile and less than 3.0 miles) for
discriminate forecasts at McMurdo Station only, with and without (shown in parentheses) rawinsonde predictors. Forecasts are for cold

and warm season.

Cold-season visibility	 Warm-season visibility

< 0.5 mile	 < 3.0 miles	 < 0.5 mile	 < 3.0 miles
Parameter	 (0.8 kilometer)	 (5.0 kilometers)	 (0.8 kilometer)	 (5.0 kilometers)

Six-hour forecast
Total percentage correct	 89 (87)
Power of detection-	 70 (64)
Percentage of false alarms	 11 (12)
Threat score 	 23 (19)

	

85 (85)
	

94 (94)
	

89 (88)

	

62 (58)
	

53 (40)
	

63 (56)

	

12 (11)
	

6(6)
	

10 (10)

	

33 (32)
	

7(6)
	

22 (19)

Total number of observations: 981
	

Total number of observations: 1,610

Twelve-hour forecast
Total percentage correct	 79 (79)
Power of detection 	 73 (67)
Percentage of false alarms	 21 (20)
Threat score'	 16 (15)

	

76 (78)
	

82 (82)
	

81(81)

	

68 (61)
	

43 (43)
	

61(47)

	

23 (20)
	

18 (18)
	

18 (17)

	

28 (27)
	

2(2)
	

13 (1)

Total number of observations: 992
	

Total number of observations: 1,615

a Percentage of restricted visibility cases correctly forecasted.
I The number of correct restricted visibilities divided by the union of restricted visibilities forecasted and observed. (This figure has been multiplied by 100.)

verification index and the discriminate approach excels.
However, maximizing PD is generally associated with an in-
crease in FA, which is more of a problem with the discriminate
method than with persistence. Adding McMurdo Station
rawinsonde predictors especially improves the 12-hour
McMurdo Station forecasts in the cold season, while the auto-
matic weather station predictors generally increase the accuracy
of warm-season forecasts, in both cases based on discriminate
method forecasts. However, the smaller data sets, using auto-
matic weather station and rawinsonde data, imply a larger un-
certainty in forecast results.

The most useful McMurdo Station/Williams Field predictors
are sea-level pressure, visibility, weather type, sky condition
and ceiling, and trends in weather and ceiling. Selected upper-
air variables are lower-troposphere stability, 400 millibar wind
direction, and at (850 millibar the wind speed and direction)
relative humidity and height. The automatic weather station
predictors selected are station pressure, pressure tendencey,
wind direction, and pressure gradient between automatic
weather stations.

This research is supported by the Naval Support Force
Antarctica.
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Figure 1. Time-averaged near-surface pattern of cold air drainage winds off the antarctic continent. (After Parish and Bromwich in press.)
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